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Wave your streamer in the air, in the air. 
Wave your streamer in the air, in the air. 
Wave your streamer in the air, wave it here and wave it there. 
Wave your streamer in the air, in the air. 
 
Wave your streamer up and down, up and down. 
Wave your streamer up and down, up and down. 
Wave your streamer up and down, way up high and way on down. 
Wave your streamer up and down, up and down. 
 
Move your streamer side to side, side to side. 
Move your streamer side to side, side to side. 
Move your streamer side to side, make it narrow, make it wide. 
Move your streamer side to side, side to side. 
 
Shake your streamer in the air, in the air. 
Shake your streamer in the air, in the air. 
Shake your streamer in the air, shake your streamer in the air. 
Shake your streamer in the air, in the air. 
 
Make a circle with your streamer, round and round. 
Make a circle with your streamer, round and round. 
Make a circle with your streamer, make a circle with your streamer. 
Make a circle with your streamer, round and round. 
 
Make a square with your streamer, make a square. 
Make a square with your streamer, make a square. 
Make a square with your streamer, make a square with your streamer. 
Make a square with your streamer, make a square. 
 
Wave your streamer by the ground, by the ground. 
Wave your streamer by the ground, by the ground. 
Wave your streamer by the ground, now everyone sit down. 
Put your streamer on the ground, now every one sit down. 
All sit down. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 


